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a b s t r a c t

The Fe(110)-Li and Fe(111)-Li solid-liquid interfaces are investigated using molecular dynamics simula-
tions (MD), and the results are detailedly compared with each other as well as with our previous findings
obtained from the Fe(001)-Li solid-liquid interface. Due to the different intrinsic surface properties of the
Fe substrates, the interface properties show remarkable orientation dependences. As for the Fe sub-
strates, the three Fe surfaces suffer different impacts from the liquid Li on their relaxation behavior. The
fine-scale density profiles suggest that the liquid Li atoms near the Fe(110)-Li solid-liquid interface are
dramatically layered along the interface normal and the layers’ two-dimensional density maps indicate
the layers present high degree of lateral order, which are very similar to the results acquired from the
Fe(001)-Li solid-liquid interface. Interestingly, these phenomena observed in the Fe(110)-Li solid-liquid
interface do not reproduce in the Fe(111)-Li solid-liquid interface, but some distinct Li layers are detected
along the [110] direction at 500 K. In addition, the Li atoms near the Fe(111)-Li solid-liquid interface
diffuse faster and invade into the Fe substrate easier than those near the other two interfaces. These
orientation-dependent characteristics are well explained in terms of the different surface properties of
the Fe substrates.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Solid-liquid interfaces exist commonly in our life. According to
the constituent materials we can divide them into two classes:
homogeneous solid-liquid interfaces and heterogeneous solid-
liquid interfaces, and the latter exist more widely. Solid-liquid in-
terfaces play important roles in engineering ranging from solidifi-
cation, melting, corrosion, to liquid metal embrittlement and so on
[1e6]. Therefore they have attracted a longstanding interest from
scientists and technologists, however we still know little about
them for their intrinsic complexity and the limitation of experi-
mental condition. Most of our understandings come from theory
researching and computer simulation. Using MD Buta et al. [7]
investigated the structure and dynamics of Si crystal-liquid inter-
face, ordered clusters with average lifetimes of 16 ps were found in
the melt adjacent to the (111) facet. Sun et al. [8] studied the ki-
netics of isothermal crystallization and melting for Ni, and the
ce and Engineering, Hunan
kinetic coefficients of the (100), (110) and (111) interfaces were
calculated and discussed. Recently, Asadi et al. [9] have systemati-
cally calculated the solid-liquid interface free energies of Cu, Ni and
Al via the capillary fluctuation method, the results agree well with
the experimental measurements. In contrast to homogeneous
solid-liquid interface, it is thorny in simulating heterogeneous
solid-liquid interface for the difficulty encountered in constructing
reliable alloy potentials. Attributing to the development of alloy
potential in these years, more and more work focus on heteroge-
neous solid-liquid interfaces and the acquired knowledge deepen
our understanding about these interfaces. Yang et al. [10] and
Palafox-Hernandez et al. [11] detailedly characterized the Al-Pb and
Cu-Pb solid-liquid interface, respectively, by the density, potential
energy, stress and diffusion constant profiles, as well as the two-
dimensional Fourier analysis of the interfacial layers. Nam et al.
[4] and Rajagopalan et al. [5] examined the liquid metal embrit-
tlement of the Al-Ga system, and Nam’s results agree well with
both the dislocation-climb model and general trends gleaned from
the experimental studies. Hashibon et al. [12] created interatomic
potentials for Ta-Cu system and the dewetting phenomenon of
liquid Cu on Ta substrate was observed in their simulation. Using
these potentials Yang [13,14] et al. studied the Ta-Cu solid-liquid
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interface and the Ta-Cu50Ta50 solid-glass interface. Very recently,
Turlo et al. [3] simulated the dissolution process of solid Ni in liquid
Al and a diffusion-limited dissolutionmodel has been developed. In
order to unveil the grain refining mechanism of Al with different
refiners, the interfaces between refiners and liquid Al have been
extensively investigated [15e19]. The findings have exposed
different refiningmechanisms of different refiners and the different
refining abilities of different crystal planes.

Stainless steels and liquid Li are the structure material and
neutron generator, respectively, of the International Fusion Mate-
rials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) [20,21]. The compatibility between
them is an important problem, which directly relates to the stability
and lifetime of the IFMIF. Acquiring the interface information is
helpful to learn about the compatibility between the constituent
materials and to find methods to improve the compatibility. Lately,
we have explored the Fe(001)-Li solid-liquid interface using MD,
which is a simplified model of the stainless steel-liquid Li interface
[22]. The results showed that the liquid Li atoms near the interface
were layered, during the simulation duration few Li atoms invaded
into the Fe substrate even at 1100 K, and also few Fe atoms dis-
solved in the liquid Li. Previous literature reported that the inter-
face properties present apparent orientation dependences
[10,11,13e18], which suggests that to obtain a full view of the
interface properties of the Fe-Li solid-liquid interface further work
should be done. In this work, the Fe(110)/(111)-Li solid-liquid in-
terfaces are examined and the results are compared with each
other as well as with our previous findings, what’s more we have
illuminated the underlying mechanism of the orientation depen-
dence observed in the interface properties.

2. Models and methods

Potential is the cornerstone of MD, and the potential used in this
work can be found in a recently published paper of us [22]. This
potential accurately reproduces the formation enthalpy of Fe-Li
solid solution calculated from Miedema theory in all range. As we
all know, the bcc to fcc phase transition occurs in pure iron near
1200 K [23], thus it is necessary to study the stability of the bcc
structure in the temperature rangewe are interested in. To that end,
a Fe sample with bcc structure has been adequately relaxed in a
wide temperature range with this potential, and the structure
analysis result indicates more than 84% atoms still keep the bcc
structure at 1100 K, which means the bcc structure is still more
stable than the fcc structure up to 1100 K. All the simulations were
performed using our modified MOLDY code with a timestep of 2 fs.
In all simulations, the periodic boundary conditionwas imposed on
all directions, the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [24] and Nose-
Hoover thermostat [25,26] were applied to control pressure and
temperature, respectively. The detailed sample preparation process
can be found in Refs. [22], which now we review. Two Fe samples
with model parameters listed in Table 1 were relaxed adequately
with NPT ensemble at certain temperatures, and then liquid Li
samples were constructed by melting solid Li samples (the model
parameters are listed in Table 1) using the NPZAT simulation. The
NPZAT simulation is a variant of NPT, in which the sample is only
allowed to relax along the z direction and the lengths of the other
two dimensions are fixed to match the values of the Fe sample
Table 1
The model parameters of the initial Fe(110) and Fe(111) samples as well as the paramete

x y z x length (Å

Fe(110) 110 001 110 44.50

Fe(111) 110 112 111 40.45
Li 100 010 001 41.80
obtained at the same temperature. The initial configurations of the
Fe(110)/(111)-Li solid-liquid interfaces are constructed by conjoin-
ing the corresponding Fe and Li samples along the z axis. To ease
the strong interactions between the close atoms, a 0.3 nm gap was
inserted between the Fe and Li blocks. The initial configurations
were relaxed 1.0 ns with NPZAT simulation and then equilibrated
under NVT ensemble to calculate the quantities we are interested in
except the Li penetration depth. The initial configuration of the
Fe(111)-Li solid-liquid interface was only relaxed 20 ps and then
simulated with NVT to calculate the Li penetration depth.

3. Results and discussions

Generally speaking, interface properties can be reflected by the
distributions of some physical quantities along the interface
normal. Fine-scale density profile is defined as the statistical atom
number density distribution (of a specific atom type or for all), for
more details refer to [22]. In order to calculate this quantity, the
samples adequately relaxed with NPZAT simulation were sliced into
many thin bins with sizes of 6.4 � 10�3nm along the interface
normal (z axis), and then the samples were relaxed with NVT
ensemble to compute each bins’ statistical atom number density of
every atom type. Figs. 1 and 2 shows the temperature dependent
fine-scale density profiles of the Fe(110)-Li and Fe(111)-Li solid-
liquid interface, respectively (hereafter the Fe(001), (110) and (111)-
Li solid-liquid interfaces are abbreviated as (001), (110) and (111)
interfaces, respectively). It is clearly to see for the periodic
arrangement of the crystal planes the Fe fine-scale density profiles
oscillate periodically in these two cases. While for the narrower
spacing between two neighboring (111) crystal planes the density
peaks in the (111) interface are much denser. Temperature effect
results in some interesting differences. For the (110) interface, the
temperature increase caused intensification of atom vibration leads
to the decrease of the peak values; but for the (111) interface be-
sides the decrease of the peak values two interesting things are
observed. First, contrary to the density peaks, the density valleys
climb up gradually for the intensified atom vibration and the nar-
row spacings between neighboring crystal planes. In addition, the
density near the interface declines rapidly and the peaks become
indistinct, which is attributed to the low stability of the Fe atoms
near the interface and we will further discuss in the following. In
order to investigate the relaxation behavior of the Fe crystal planes
near the surface before and after contacting with liquid Li, the
interlayer spacings (defined as the distance between two neighbor
density peaks, and in this case the sizes of the bins used to calculate
the fine-scale density are set to be 1/2000th of the lattice constant
of Fe at the corresponding temperature) between the first 16 crystal
planes have been calculated and shown in Figs. 3 and 4. As the
results show, in the three cases (the results of Fe(001) not show
here) surface relaxation only occurs in the first three to four crystal
planes and then the interlayer spacing converges to the bulk value
although a certain degree of fluctuation presented for the relative
high temperature. Furthermore, a larger fluctuation is observed in
the bulk Fe before contacting with liquid Li. More interestingly, the
fluctuation increases slightly with temperature for the clean
Fe(001) and Fe(110) surfaces, while it is reversed for the Fe(111)
surface. For the Fe(110) surface, the liquid Li just slightly changes
rs of the solid Li sample used to prepare the liquid Li samples.

) y length (Å) z length (Å) Atom number

45.77 72.82 12,672

42.04 74.32 10,800
41.80 104.49 8640



Fig. 1. The fine-scale density profiles of the Fe(110)-Li solid-liquid interface at 500 K, 800 K and 1100 K.
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the relaxation behavior of the crystal planes near the surface, and
the first two crystal planes are basically under contraction state
whether contacting or not contacting with liquid Li. Although the
first several crystal planes present remarkable temperature-
dependent relaxation behavior on the clean Fe(111) surface, they
are all under contraction state after contacting with liquid Li. As for
Fig. 2. The fine-scale density profiles of the Fe(111)-Li
the Fe(001) surface, the result is totally different. Specifically, the
first layer contracts (except at 1100 K) and the second layer expands
on the clean surface; however, after contacting with liquid Li, the
first layer transforms from contraction to expansion but the second
layer recovers to the bulk value. It is worth to note that some
discrepancy exists in Refs. [27e29] (and the references therein)
solid-liquid interface at 500 K, 800 K and 1100 K.



Fig. 3. The temperature-dependent interlayer spacing of the Fe(110) surface and the Fe(110)-Li solid-liquid interface.
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about the relaxation behavior of the clean Fe surfaces. Our results
basically agree with Bło�nski’s results qualitatively [28,29], and the
difference may be caused by the different temperatures we focused
on. Unfortunately, no reference values can be used to compare with
Fig. 4. The temperature-dependent interlayer spacing of the
for the interface cases. Much more attention should be focused on
the Li fine-scale density profiles. In the (110) interface, the Li fine-
scale density profiles present dramatically oscillation near the
interface especially at 500 K, which is a signal of layering of the
Fe(111) surface and the Fe(111)-Li solid-liquid interface.
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liquid Li atoms adjacent to the interface. As temperature increasing,
the density peaks decrease gradually and some peaks far from the
interface even disappear. These findings are very similar to the
results obtained from the (001) interface [22]. It is worth
mentioning that as observed in the (001) interface the Li peak
nearest to the interface overlaps the Fe peak nearest to the interface
(show in Fig.1), whichmeans some Fe atoms in that Fe crystal plane
are replaced by Li atoms. To our surprise, significant differences
emerge in the results of the (111) interface. On one hand no clear
visible density peaks are detected except some small ones at 500 K,
on the other hand a wide density overlapping range appears near
the interface at temperatures above 500 K. Obviously, the wide
density overlapping range indicates some Li atoms invaded into the
Fe block. The aforementioned characteristics can be further
confirmed by the interface snapshots displayed in Fig. 5. The first
column presents the (110) interfaces saw from the ½110� direction at
different temperatures; the second and third column shows the
(111) interfaces saw from the ½112� and ½110� direction, respectively.
As the fine-scale density profiles suggested several distinct Li layers
paralleling the interface are observed near the (110) interface at
500 K, as temperature increasing the layers far from the interface
become blurry even disappear. Such landscape does not reproduce
in the (111) interfaces. As we expected, however, the interface is
much rougher than the (110) interface and a certain number of Li
atoms invaded into the Fe substrates especially at high tempera-
tures, which are different from the findings obtained from the other
two interfaces. More interestingly some inclined Li layers are
detected along the [110] direction when seeing from the ½110� di-
rection at 500 K. These interesting phenomena will be further
explained in the following.

Interface width is another critical index used to characterize an
interface. To obtain this quantity, the coarse-grained density profile
should be calculated first. The coarse-grained density of a specific
bin mentioned above is equal to a weight averaged value of its and
its neighboring bins’ total fine-scale density and the detailed
computation procedure is described in Ref. [7]. The coarse-grained
Fig. 5. The snapshots of the Fe(110)/(111)-Li solid-liquid interface. The first to third
row represents the interfaces at 500 K, 800 K and 1100 K, respectively. The first column
represents the Fe(110)-Li solid-liquid interface saw from the ½110� direction, the second
and third column represents the Fe(111)-Li solid-liquid interface saw from the ½112�
and ½110� direction, respectively. The red dots represent Li atoms and the green dots
represent Fe atoms. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
density profiles of the (110) and (111) interfaces together with their
fitting curves are displayed in Fig. 6. As in our previous study [22] a
hyperbolic tangent function f(z)¼ c1þ c2 tanh [c3(z� c4)] is utilized
in fitting, where c1, c2, c3 and c4 are the fitting parameters. It is
obvious that the fitting curves match well with the coarse-grained
density profiles, and the values in bulk liquid Li and solid Fe are two
invariant constants (fl and fs) which are connected smoothly in a
narrow interface region. The finite-width of the transition regions
indicate the interfaces are not ideal planes, as in our previous work
[22] the range between fl þ 10%(fs � fl) and fs � 10%(fs � fl) is
defined as the interface width which is labeled in Fig. 6. The tem-
perature dependent interface widths for the (110) and (111) in-
terfaces are depicted in Fig. 7. It clearly shows that in these two
cases the interface width increases linearly as temperature rises,
and the fitting formulas for the (110) and (111) interfaces are
y ¼ 8.1724 þ 7.9475 � 10�4 T and y ¼ 8.0550 þ 1.19 � 10�3 T,
respectively. Interestingly, the interface width increases exponen-
tially with temperature in the (001) interface [22], which is sig-
nificant different from the results obtained here.

A comparative analysis of the structure and diffusion property of
the liquid Li atoms near these interfaces is helpful to construct a full
view of the interface properties, which is carried out within the six
atom layers labeled in Figs. 1 and 2. Different standards are adopted
in ascertaining these layers from the fine-scale density profiles for
the (110) and (111) interface. For the (110) interface, the first five
atom layers’ (layer 1 to layer 5) boundaries are determined by the
two neighboring troughs of the corresponding density peaks, and
the sixth layer locates in the bulk liquid Li with a size equating to
the average of the first five layers’width. Since no density peaks are
clearly observed in the Li fine-scale density profiles of the (111)
interface, the method utilized in the (110) interface is inoperable. In
this case all layers’ widths are set to 0.25 nm, which is equal to the
average of the first five layers’ widths obtained from the (110)
interface at 500 K. Two-dimensional density map [22] is an intui-
tional and appropriate quantity in characterizing the degree of
lateral order of these layers. Here, the two-dimensional density
maps of the first three layers are calculated for these two interfaces
at 500 K and the results are showed in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively. For
the (110) interface, as the layer 1 composed of Fe and Li atoms the
two-dimensional density maps of these two types of atoms are
calculated and exhibited in Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively. Appar-
ently, in this layer the Fe and Li atoms form immiscible small
“islands” and the whole layer still maintains the structure of the
(110) crystal plane. The next two layers also present the symmetry
as we observed in the layer 1, however the degree of lateral order
decreases gradually as the layer is far away from the interface.
Similar features were discovered in the (001) interface except the
layers presenting different symmetry and higher degree of the
lateral order [22]. As we expected the (111) interface shows sig-
nificant differences, in which the layer 1 and 2 show faintly visible
symmetry of the Fe(111) crystal plane but present much lower
degree of the lateral order than the corresponding ones in the (110)
interface. In addition, there are two things worth noting. First,
despite the layer 1 also constituted of Fe and Li atoms, these two
types of atoms mix more uniformly (see Fig. 9(a) and (b)). Second,
some approximately uniformly distributed high density small re-
gions are still seen in the layer 2 (Fig. 9(c)), while the densitymap of
the layer 3 is more uniform like a pierced spongia.

The diffusion constant profile, namely the diffusivity distribu-
tion along the interface normal, is frequently adopted to charac-
terize the diffusion ability of the atoms locating in different layers
[10,11,13,22]. However, after an in-depth analysis we find that it is
difficult sometimes even impossible to obtain this quantity. To
calculate the diffusivity of the atoms locating in a specific layer, the
time-dependent mean square displacements (MSD) of the atoms



Fig. 6. The coarse-grained density profiles of the Fe(110)/(111)-Li solid-liquid interfaces together with their fitting curves at 500 K.
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should be computed first and then the diffusivity is calculated ac-
cording to the Einstein relation. It should be pointed out the MSD
must be calculated in sufficient time, otherwise the Einstein rela-
tion does not hold. During that time, however, some atomsmay run
out of the layer for their high mobility and the narrow width of the
layer, especially at high temperatures. Thus in that case this
quantity becomes ambiguity and loses its meaning. Here another
quantity, unleaving-atom ratio, is proposed to characterize the
diffusion ability of the atoms along the interface normal. The
unleaving-atom ratio of a specific layer is defined as the ratio be-
tween the number of atoms still inside the layer after a period of
time and the initial total atom number of the same layer. The
temperature- and time-dependent unleaving-atom ratios of the six
Fig. 7. The temperature-dependent interface widths as well as their fitting curves for
the Fe(110)/(111)-Li solid-liquid interfaces.
layers labeled in Figs. 1 and 2 are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11,
respectively. Take the results of the (110) interface obtained at
500 K as an example. As time increasing all layers’ unleaving-atom
ratios decrease gradually but with different average decrease ve-
locities. Specifically the layers far from the interface have larger
average decrease velocities than the near ones, in other words the
atoms in a layer far from the interface diffuse faster than those in a
near one. This conclusion is in line with the finding obtained from
the two-dimensional density maps. In addition, as the layer is
gradually away from the interface its time-dependent unleaving-
atom ratios converge to the values obtained from the bulk of liquid
(layer 6) step by step. It is worth mentioning these conclusions
agree with those acquired from the (001) interface despite the
diffusion constant profile adopted in that case. Note that only after
38 ps more than 70% atoms run out of the layers 3 to 6, which
strongly proves that it is more reasonable to use the unleaving-
atom ratio to characterize the diffusion ability of the atoms in
narrow layers. As temperature increasing the corresponding layers’
values decrease gradually that means the higher the temperature
the faster the diffusion. Similar characteristics are observed in the
results of the (111) interface, but roughly speaking the atoms in the
layers near the interface (about layer 1 to layer 3) diffuse faster than
those in the corresponding layers of the (110) interface.

The fine-scale density profiles and the interface snapshots
indicate that at high temperatures a certain amount of Li atoms
invaded into the Fe substrate in the (111) interface, which is
significantly different from the other two interfaces. In this case the
penetration depth is calculated to characterize the penetration
ability of the Li atoms, which is defined as the distance between the
deepest Li atom and the interface, and the interface location is
determined by the position of the deepest Li atom in the initial
configuration. The temperature- and time-dependent penetration
depths of the (111) interface are depicted in Fig. 12. It clearly shows
that at 500 K the penetration depth always fluctuates around a low
value 0.5 Å, however as temperature increasing the penetration



Fig. 8. The two-dimensional density maps for the first three layers of the Fe(110)-Li solid-liquid interface at 500 K: (a and b) the two-dimensional density maps for Fe and Li atoms
in layer 1, respectively; (c and d) for Li atoms in layer 2 and 3, respectively (almost no Fe atoms in these two layers). The first three interfacial layers are illustrated in the fine-scale
density profiles at 500 K.
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depth increases gradually and the value reaches about 4.5 Å at
1100 K after 2.0 ns. Although this value is still small, it means the Li
atoms traversed five (111) crystal planes. And considering such a
short time this penetration depth is really considerable. The easier
penetration property of the Fe(111) substrate is originated from the
Fig. 9. The two-dimensional density maps for the first three layers of the Fe(111)-Li solid-liq
in layer 1, respectively; (c and d) for Li atoms in layer 2 and 3, respectively (almost no Fe ato
density profiles at 500 K.
lower stability of the Fe atoms on the (111) surface, which will be
discussed in the following.

Now let’s uncover the underlying mechanism regarding the
aforementioned orientation dependences of the interface proper-
ties. Obviously the orientation dependences should attribute to the
uid interface at 500 K: (a and b) the two-dimensional density maps for Fe and Li atoms
ms in these two layers). The first three interfacial layers are illustrated in the fine-scale



Fig. 10. The temperature- and time-dependent unleaving-atom ratio of the atoms located in the six layers labeled in Fig. 1.

Fig. 11. The temperature- and time-dependent unleaving-atom ratio of the atoms located in the six layers labeled in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 12. The temperature- and time-dependent penetration depth of the Li atoms in
the Fe(111)-Li solid-liquid interface.

Fig. 13. The temperature-dependent surface energy of the clean Fe(001), Fe(110) and
Fe(111) surfaces.
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different intrinsic surface properties of the Fe substrates termi-
nated with different crystal planes. As we all know the liquid Li
atoms near the interface suffer the influence from the potential
field generated by the Fe substrate, at the same time interfacial Fe
atoms suffer the collisions from the Li atoms as well. A stable po-
tential field, with a number of regular and deep wells, is a pre-
requisite condition to induce the liquid Li atoms ordering.
Apparently, a stable potential field is generated by a stable Fe
substratedmore specifically the Fe atoms near the interface, so the
stability of the Fe atoms near the interface is an important indicator
that used to evaluate the ability of the Fe substrate in inducing the
liquid Li atoms ordering. At the same time the stability is also an
appropriate index applied to reflect the ability of the interfacial Fe
atoms to withstand the collisions from the Li atoms. For simplifi-
cation, the stability of the Fe atoms on the (001), (110) and (111)
surfaces is used to estimate the stability of the Fe atoms in the
corresponding interfaces. Residual bond number, escape energy
and surface energy are three important quantities used to charac-
terize the stability of the surface atoms. The escape energy of one Fe
atom on different surfaces is defined as the energy difference of the
system before and after the Fe atom pulled into vacuum enough far
at 0 K. For the weak interactions between the farther apart atoms,
in this work only the first and second neighbor bonds are taken into
consideration when counting the residual bond number. The
calculated residual bond numbers and escape energies of the atoms
on the Fe(001), Fe(110) and Fe(111) surface are listed in Table 2. It
shows that the (110) surface atoms have the most total bond
number and first neighbor bond number, and the (001) surface
atoms have the same number of first neighbor bond as the (111)
surface atoms but have more second neighbor bond. These results
indicate the (001) and (110) surface atoms are more stable than
those on the (111) surface, which is further validated by the escape
energies and consistent well with the result from Xu [30]. Fig. 13
shows the temperature-dependent surface energies of these
three surfaces calculated with our potential together with the
Table 2
The first and second nearest neighbor bonds and escape energy of the Fe(001),
Fe(110) and Fe(111) surface atoms calculated at 0 K.

Fe(001) Fe(110) Fe(111)

First nearest neighbor bonds 4 6 4
Second nearest neighbor bonds 5 4 3
Escape energy (eV) 4.773 5.016 4.226
results obtained from density functional theory [27,28]. It is clear
that the surface energy varies slightly as temperature increases in
the three cases, and the results indicate the Fe(001) and Fe(110)
surfaces are always more stable than the Fe(111) surface, which
agrees well with the conclusion derived from the escape energies
and the results of density functional theory although our results are
smaller than the reference values. It is particularly worth
mentioning that the stability order obtained here is consistent with
that obtained from experiment at 970 K [31]. Nowwe can doubtless
say that the Fe(001) and Fe(110) surfaces are more stable than the
Fe(111) surface at the temperatures adopted in this work. On the
basis of the above analysis we know that the more stable the Fe
atoms near the interface the more ordered the Li atoms near the
interface, and that’s why the Li atoms near the (001) and (110)
interfaces are more ordered than those near the (111) interface. As
we observed in the two-dimensional density maps the Li atoms
near the (111) interface pack in the form of the (111) crystal plane,
however for the narrow spacing between two neighboring (111)
crystal planes and the lower degree of the lateral order of these
Li(111) crystal planes no layering was clearly observed in the fine-
scale density profiles and in the snapshots. On the contrary, for
the larger spacing between two neighboring (110) crystal planes
some ordered Li layers are observed clearly in the (111) interface
along the [110] direction at 500 K. As temperature increasing, these
Li layers disappear more quickly than those observed in the other
two cases for the lower stability of the Fe atoms near the (111)
interface. The higher the degree of order of the atoms, the slower
their diffusion, hence it reasonably explains why the atoms near the
(110) interface diffuse slower than those adjacent to the (111)
interface at the same temperature. The lower stability of the (111)
surface atoms also leads to the Li atoms invade into the Fe(111)
substrate easier, therefore a certain amount of Li atoms penetrated
in the Fe(111) substrate. This finding implies that strengthening the
stability of the interfacial Fe atoms can improve the compatibility
between the liquid Li and the stainless steels.

4. Conclusions

In summary, the Fe(110)-Li and Fe(111)-Li solid-liquid interfaces
were investigated with MD, and the results were compared with
each other as well as with our previous findings from the Fe(001)-Li
solid-liquid interface. The interface properties exhibit significant
orientation dependences. Although the three Fe surfaces all relaxed
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within three to four crystal planes whether contacting or not
contacting with liquid Li, they suffered different impacts from the
liquid Li on their relaxation behavior. The Fe(001) surface almost
totally reversed the relaxation behavior after contacting with the
liquid Li, on the contrary just a very small change was observed in
the Fe(110) case. For the similar intrinsic properties, the higher
stability of the surface atoms, of the Fe(001) and Fe(110) substrates,
the liquid side present similar characteristics in the Fe(001)-Li and
Fe(110)-Li solid-liquid interfaces. In these two cases, the liquid Li
atoms near the interface are layered and the layers present high
degree of lateral order with symmetries of the (001) and (110)
crystal planes, respectively. While for the very narrow spacing
between two Li(111) crystal planes, no apparent layering was
observed in the liquid Li near the Fe(111)-Li solid-liquid interface
when see from the ½112� direction. In addition, because of the lower
stability of the Fe atoms near the (111) interface, the Li layers near
the (111) interface present much lower lateral order degree than
those in the other two cases. And also for the same reason the Li
atoms near the (111) interface diffuse faster and invade into the Fe
substrate easier than those near the (110) interface, which suggests
that strengthening the stability of the surface atoms of the stainless
steels is helpful to improve the compatibility between the liquid Li
and stainless steels.
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